Dear Students,
Hope you are all fine. Unfortunately, the number of COVID cases is rising again in
Hungary, so new restrictions are introduced. Please be careful, and don't forget your
masks.
November is offering some intercultural and practical sessions, sport opportunities, a
conference, and free-time recommendations. The call for international student
representatives is open too.
Cross your fingers also for our graduating students, who have to submit their theses
this month.

NEWS

Effective presentations
in English

Catalonia-Hungary
University Day

On 10 Nov, 5:00 PM CET, Brigitta
Dóczi holds the first Englishlanguage training in ELTE’s new
series called “Life Long Learning”.

The
Department
of
Spanish
Language and Literature of ELTE is
organizing an event for those
interested in Catalan culture and
language.

New COVID
restrictions in Hungary

Greener campus of
Trefort-kert
Students and staff of ELTE BTK

New
COVID
restrictions
Hungary.
Please
check
updates time to time.

in
our

Socially Responsible
Linguistics conference
The conference primarily explores
and prioritizes less widely known
topics of applied linguistics on 1819 November.

10 best exhibitions in
Budapest this autumn
Displaying everything from an
authentic pharaoh's tomb to the
contemporary
street
art
of
Budapest. Here are ten top
suggestions.

had a social gardening day to
create a greener campus.

Unlimited access with
the 3-month pass
ELTE
aerobic
trainings
are
available unlimitedly between 8
November and 28 January if you
have a 3-month pass.

5 magical walks close to
Budapest
There's no need to go far from
Budapest for a hike in a fairytale
landscape as nature trails lead to
magical hidden corners.

COACHING - 18 NOVEMBER
We want a satisfied, balanced,
harmonious life, in which we can cope
with difficulties.
The strength of the community
multiplies our own strength, faith,
and motivation. This triple is one of
the most important keys to long-term
growth and success.
We learn a lot from each
other during group coaching occasions,
so apply, if you would like to join.

Apply for coaching

INTERCULTURAL TRAINING - 26 NOVEMBER
The last training session of the
Intercultural Training is coming at the
end of November.
It will focus on stress relief, and how to
cope with the exam and test situations.
Apply if you are interested.
For details, click on the picture.

Apply for training

BE AN INTERNATIONAL STUDENT REPRESENTATIVE

Would you like to improve or change any services or issues at the
university?
Would you like to help your peer students?
Would you like to make international students more visible on the
campus?
These are just a few among the ideas and opportunities you can fulfil as a
representative. There is always place for change and improvement, and the
Department of International Affairs would like to assist for students' innovative ideas
or problem-solving efforts.
If you feel ambitious, motivated, supportive and cooperative, apply now.
Application is open until 30 November.

Apply for position

FOR GRADUATING STUDENTS

We collected the most important information regarding graduation on the Faculty
website.
Please check it time to time for up-to-date news.

USEFUL INFORMATION, CALENDAR
Do not forget the most important deadlines of the following period. For
the details, visit the Academic calendar on the Faculty website.
Thesis submission
Application for Final exam topics of SEAS students
Exam registration opens in Neptun

Have a beautiful November, and take care.
If you have any feedbacks, concerns, contact us.

Department of International Affairs
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